Directions for car / bus / shuttle drivers to drop-off point

1. Follow Directions to the Challenge Course via North Torrey Pines Road
2. Continue onto Northpoint Driveway as you enter campus and head uphill till the second stop sign as shown by the yellow arrows.
3. Turn right immediately after the second stop sign from Northpoint Driveway by the Visitor Information Center.
4. Drop off participants at the curb as marked by the yellow star.
5. Participants should use the crosswalk and heading North (the direction of the red arrow) and then turn east, heading down the hill. The running track should be on your left. **You must be on the North side (see the red arrow) of Hopkins Drive in order to safely access the stairs to the Challenge Course.**
6. The closest restroom facilities are our ADA portable toilets located in the southeast corner of the running track field behind a black privacy fence. Please use these facilities before you head down to the course as there are none on the course itself.
7. After the sharp right turn on the road, look for the stairs that head down into the forest, as indicated by the red star. The trail will take you straight to the Challenge Course.
8. Head towards the canopy covered tables to start your day.